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摘    要 
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At present, there are a lot of papers studying Body Writing from a single point, 
while we see little of papers with summarized study on it. In view of this, this article 
analyses the phenomenon from the feminist perspective and in the direction of “the 
Review of Disputes on Body Writing”. Also it analyses some factors in the study of 
Body Writing, such as male chauvinism and commercial culture’s hegemony, to reveal 
various shelter on Body Writing and return its true nature. 
Introduction of the paper gives a description about the current situation of the 
restudy of Body Writing study. Also it expounds on the theme of this paper, and 
defines some related concepts of it. 
The first chapter starts with the angle of western feminist literary theory and 
commercial culture, points out Body Writing’s important task to challenging Phallus 
Centrism. Also, the paper describes that the male chauvinism thinking is contained in 
the flirtation from commercial culture to Body Writing. 
The second chapter, aiming at the diversity of the Body Writing study’s current 
situation, talks about some disturbing factors on the study of Body Writing, such as 
“individual studying angle” and “commercial culture’s studying angle”. And it open 
out that there was a difficult process in Feminism Study on Body Writing. 
In the third chapter, the paper analyses some non-strict, non-pragmatic behaviors 
on the study of Body Writing, and expound the reason of Body Writing’s positive 
impact being eliminated. And the paper shows us that the feminism words in Body 
Writing are often shielded by the criticisms of male chauvinism. 
The fourth chapter, through the analysis of a negative to positive recognition course 
of female body, reveals that female body contains multiple meanings. And it takes an 
important role in the construction course of female subjectivity. From a different angle, 
the paper explains that Body Writing has its rationality and positive meaning. 
The conclusion analyses some issues of the current macro-study of Body Writing, 
and points out the importance of carefully reading on the study of Body Writing. 
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